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The business side. A stimulating look at the key things you need to monitor when running a
business. What tools you need to monitor the environment,
the industry, your company and (not forgetting) yourself!
Keynote Address
Richard Brooks
K international plc, UK
and Association of Language Companies, USA

As businesses grow they become increasingly complex. The founders can quickly find themselves involved in all sorts of
tasks they never really wanted to do. Busy and stressed, they lose their mojo and make bad decisions. I call this working
in the business and not on the business. The SME suffers as it perpetually goes through growth and contraction cycles,
never breaking through that invisible glass ceiling it sets itself.
The importance of making a plan is well documented. The research suggests that a strong correlation between goal
sitting and success exists. What often stops entrepreneurs from making these goals is getting the plans out of their head
and onto paper. In this section of the talk I’ll introduce and show case studies about several leading tools to help with
this process. You’ll then be able to take these tools and present them to your senior team giving you the power of
structured conversation.
In Roman times the word ‘premium’ meant value AND price, the two thoughts were not distinguished, now they are.
So why are they? and what can we do to create more value in our client’s businesses in order to extract more of that
value back to our shareholders.
At the centre of every SME is an entrepreneur. The success of the venture is directly linked to the motivation, fitness,
health and happiness of this person. It’s no good being the richest person in the cemetery and we need to know how to
bring others along on the journey with you.

Correlations of perceived post-editing effort with measurements
of actual effort
Joss Moorkens*, Sharon O'Brien*, Igor da Silva**, Norma Fonseca**, Fabio Alves**
*Dublin City University, Ireland
**Federal University of Uberlândia, Brasil

This paper describes a three-stage study comparing estimated and actual post-editing effort. In Stage 1, participants
with translation and post-editing experience were asked to rate machine translated segments for estimated post-editing
effort. The same participants then performed two post-editing tasks using a beta translation interface, and their
perceived effort was compared with actual effort in Stage 2. Post-editing effort was measured as temporal, technical,
and cognitive effort, using logs of participants’ edits and eye-tracking data. Participants’ perceived post-editing effort
showed a strong correlation with actual technical effort and a moderate correlation with actual temporal and cognitive
effort. In Stage 3, student participants with minimal post-editing experience completed the same post-editing tasks, and
their technical and temporal effort was recorded. One task was completed with colour-coded indicators of estimated
segment-level effort displayed in the user interface based on ratings from Stage 1. Although there was a strong
correlation between both groups’ technical post-editing effort, the correlation between Stage 1 ratings and Stage 3
effort was moderate. The display of estimated effort indicators did not impact significantly on post-editors’ effort. Our
findings suggest that estimated effort is an unreliable indicator of actual effort and an inefficient basis for MT confidence
estimation.
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QT21: a new era for translators and the computer
Alan Melby
LTAC Global,
UK

A quick look at the QT21 website (http://www.qt21.eu/) might give the impression that this is just another statistical
machine translation research project, with the objective of improving BLEU scores for morphologically rich languages
that have not done well in the past. The first objective of QT21 is to: "substantially improved statistical and machinelearning based translation models for challenging languages and resource scenarios". However, upon closer inspection
(and consultation with persons who worked on the "pre-QT21" project called QT-Launchpad), one learns that QT21 will
include direct evaluation of raw machine translation output by professional human translators, without a reference
translation. Direct human evaluation is the intent of the second objective of QT21 (a "systematic analysis of quality
barriers, informed by human translators"). There are several types of translation quality evaluation, including holistic (in
which a target text as a whole is given a score relative to some criterion such as adequacy/accuracy or fluency) and
analytic (in which a target text is analysed at a detailed level, right down to phrases and individual words, and annotated
using a pre-determined set of error categories). BLEU scores do not provide analytic evaluation. This presentation will
describe how analytic evaluation will be conducted in QT21.

The Reception of Intralingual and Interlingual Automatic Subtitling:
An Exploratory Study within The HBB4ALL Project
Anna Matamala
Autonomous University
of Barcelona,
Spain

Andreu Oliver

Aitor Бlvarez

Andoni Azpeitia

Autonomous University
of Barcelona,
Spain

Vicomtech-IK4,
Spain

Vicomtech-IK4,
Spain

HBB4ALL is a EC funded project (CIP-ICT-PSP-2013-5.1.) that builds on HbbTV, the European standard for broadcast and
broadband multimedia converged services, and looks at how HBbTV technologies may be used to enhance access
services such as subtitling. This paper presents the results of user testing on automatic subtitling carried out within the
project. A first preliminary test with 56 students allowed to: (a) compare the comprehension of clips with automatic
intralingual subtitling versus automatic interlingual subtitles in students with low English proficiency, (b) compare the
comprehension reached by students with a low level of English using subtitles to that of students with a higher level
using no subtitles, and most importantly (c) test the methodology. A second experiment aimed to determine if
intralingual or interlingual automatic subtitling help to better understand news content. Three breaking news clips in
English automatically subtitled in English and Spanish were used. Data from 30 volunteers exposed to the three
conditions (no subtitles/intralingual/interlingual) were analysed. Comprehension was measured through a
summarisation task and a questionnaire. An English proficiency control test as well as a demographics questionnaire
were administered. The paper presents the results of both tests and discusses methodological issues.
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The EXPERT Project: Advancing the State of the Art in Hybrid Translation Technologies
Constantin Orasan
University of Wolverhampton,
UK
Manuel Herranz
Pangeanic,
Spain

Alessandro Cattelan
Translated,
Italy

Juan José Arevalillo
Hermes,
Spain

Qun Liu
Dublin City University,
Ireland

Gloria Corpas Pastor
University of Malaga,
Spain

Josef van Genabith
Saarland University,
Germany

Khalil Sima'an
University of Amsterdam,
Netherlands

Lucia Specia
Sheffied University,
UK

Machine translation is playing an increasingly important role in our multilingual society, but in many cases the
technology is not mature enough to be able to produce high-quality translations completely automatically. Current
research is addressing this problem by developing better translation methods and by improving the way human
translators can use computers in the translation process. Despite its importance, the field is lacking enough world-class
researchers to ensure its fast progress. This paper gives a brief overview of the EXPloiting Empirical appRoaches to
Translation (EXPERT) project, an FP7 Marie Curie Initial Training Network which is focusing on these issues. The purpose
of the EXPERT project is two-fold. As a training network, the project is preparing 15 Marie Curie fellows to become
future leaders in the field. This is achieved by employing 12 Early Stage Researchers and 3 Experienced Researchers at
one of the 9 partners in the consortium, by organising dedicated training events and enabling intersectoral and
translational secondments. The researchers employed in the project work together with established researchers from
the consortium to promote the research, development and use of hybrid language translation technologies. The work of
the researchers is organised into 15 individual projects.

A significant check system for obtaining an objective assessment of translation quality
David Benotmane
Consultant, Glossa Group (Switzerland) AG,
Switzerland

Globalization, the increasing significance of information and communication technologies, the fast turnaround of texts,
budget cuts and outsourcing, but also new markets, new technological distribution and standardization possibilities as
well as an exponentially growing demand worldwide for translations are just a few of the forces that designate these
areas of conflict and between which the safeguarding of the translation quality has to be re-balanced.
Nevertheless, a trend reversal is becoming apparent – even among decision-makers with little linguistic training –
triggered by, for example, delayed product launches or translation-related liability problems, which now affect every
third company. A re-orientation is currently taking place beyond familiar process optimization measures, in which
technology and language are given greater significance again as complementary, mutually supporting systems.
The myproof® system is an automated, objective and confidential procedure to register, check and evaluate
multilingual texts, that delivers an objective statement on the quality of a translation. myproof® applies quality check to
both source and target texts. The scoring method accordingly allows proofreaders to assess target texts to obtain
penalties for issues in the target text, similar to the LISA QA Model and SAE-J2450 QA Model.
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From Occasional Quality Control to Collaborative Quality Assurance
Klaus Fleischmann
Kaleidoscope GmbH,
Austria

Translation is at the core of successfully communicating to other people, cultures, countries, and, last but certainly not
least, markets. With their very elaborate set of skills and tools, translators always aim at achieving the agreed-upon
quality. Translation tools have not only made impressive progress in terms of user friendliness, productivity, and
automation, but have also developed a wide array of quality control tools, making it easier to detect and correct
linguistic errors.
However, for a “holistic” company-wide approach, companies need to look beyond simple quality control to a strategic
level and implement a quality assurance process in terms of error prevention, quality evaluation, and, ultimately, quality
improvement: While quality control is a post-process endeavour, quality assurance starts well before the actual
translation with clean source texts, solid terminology, project preparation, and intelligent query management during the
translation process. Many of these processes, such as terminology or queries, involve stakeholders outside the core
translation process: authors, clients, In-country reviewers and others.
This presentation will show the theories and methodologies behind this approach and practical examples of how parts
of these processes were implemented, ranging from collaborative terminology and query management all the way to
business intelligence through holistic quality evaluation.

Kamusi Pre-D - Source-Side Disambiguation and a Sense Aligned
Multilingual Lexicon
Martin Benjamin
École Polytechnique
Fédérale de Lausanne,
Switzerland

Amar Mukunda
École Polytechnique
Fédérale de Lausanne,
Switzerland

Jeff Allen
SAP,
France

Kamusi Pre:D offers a new approach to translation by disambiguating word senses on the source side, and matching
those senses to human-confirmed vocabulary equivalents in any target language. Pre:D has the potential for much
greater term accuracy than statistical approaches, which must be performed anew for each language pair and which
become increasingly unreliable as the number of senses increases. In the Kamusi Pre:D interface, documents are
matched against the multilingual Kamusi Project lexicon. Terms that have multiple senses in the Kamusi dataset are
highlighted in the source document, much as misspellings are in a spellchecker. When the user hovers over a term
flagged as ambiguous, the various sense definitions are displayed. After the user selects the intended meaning, a known
equivalent term for the target language is passed to CAT or MT. The Kamusi lexicon is an expanding resource that is
working toward monolingual sense-disambiguated dictionaries for each language, with parallel or similar concepts
marked and linked across languages to create a multilingual semantic matrix. Within the data design, multi-word
expressions are treated as lexicalizable concepts and marked for potential separability; Pre:D will locate MWEs that are
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in the database in the source language, whether or not they are separated, and suggest appropriate translation
equivalents. Similarly, word forms are stored as data elements associated with a specific sense of a lemma, so inflections
can be identified and mapped back to the definition, even for MWEs. Important to the functioning of Kamusi Pre:D is
responsiveness to missing entries. If a user does not find the intended sense of a term among the options, the source
sentence can be transmitted to Kamusi as a contextual example for the production of a new entry. Terms that exist in
the source language data but have not been produced in target languages will be given elevated priority in the
workflow, with the potential for participants in Kamusi lexicon development to provide reliable vocabulary equivalents
for missing vocabulary within a workable timeframe. Kamusi has a crowdsourcing system for members of a speaker
community to play games that result in validated language data, to which missing terms will be submitted, and from
which results will be incorporated in the larger data set and also transmitted to the original requester. The first
generation of the Pre:D software is intended to be ready for demonstration by the time of the TC37 meeting. Pipeline
features, including full MWE support and push/pull integration with lexicon development, will be added as soon as core
features are operational. When complete, Kamusi Pre:D will be ported as a front-end service to provide vocabulary for
CAT and MT applications. Individual users will find Pre:D to be an essential tool for accurate vocabulary translation
among a wide range of language pairs, most currently unserved, while organizations will recognize significant
advantages in time, effort, and quality by disambiguating a document one time for concepts that can be rendered
appropriately across numerous languages.

FALCON: Building the Localization Web
Andrzej Zydroń
CTO XTM International Ltd.

UK
FALCON is an EU funded FP7 project designed to simplify and improve the capability to translate web content through
the use of Linked Data and the integration of key software components. As a by-product FALCON has resulted in the
significant improvement of Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) through the imaginative integration of Big Lexical Data
and integrated workflow model and dynamic retraining of SMT engines as well as auto-domain classification.

From parallel corpora to bilingual terminology: a hybrid approach
Miloš Jakubíček
Masaryk University and Lexical Computing,
Czech Republic

Vít Baisa
Masaryk University,
Czech Republic

We present a working system for extracting bilingual terminology from parallel corpora which is available in the Sketch
Engine corpus management system. The extraction process consists of two steps: first, the system extracts all possible
terms from source and target corpora separately using existing framework for terminology extraction Sketch Engine,
second it computes co-occurrence statistics for all possible pairs of source-target term pairs aligned (e.g. on the
sentence level) in the parallel corpus. The list of all possible pairs is then sorted according to the logarithmic variant of
the dice coefficient (logDice).
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MT as an integrated component of the traditional CAT tool
Silver Sponsor Talk
Andrea Stevens
SDL,
Belgium

Machine Translation has been one of the most significant technologies to enter the localization market in recent years.
Despite widespread fears and misgivings over the use of MT and the loss of the human touch in translation, it is first and
foremost a tool to help translators work more efficiently. MT is successful because of its unique fit within the translation
environment alongside more traditional translation tools and the exciting possibilities it offers for the future. In this
keynote speech, we will look at how translators already benefit from MT integration in standard CAT tools and explore
some of the innovative trends facilitating the translation tasks of tomorrow.

Evaluation of English to Spanish MT output of Tourism 2.0 consumer-generated reviews
with post-editing purposes
Miguel Ángel Candel-Mora
Polytechnic University of Valencia,
Spain

According to studies on consumer-generated reviews, seven in every ten Internet users worldwide trust consumer
opinions and peer recommendations posted online. However, online travel review platforms usually rely solely on raw
machine translations of consumer reviews, therefore this paper focuses on the analysis of a corpus of Spanish machine
translation output of hotel reviews to define the characteristics of this new digital genre to determine its level of text
quality and acceptability, and identify and classify error patterns. Consumer-generated content has become a powerful
indication of customer satisfaction, therefore research to analyse this new digital genre would throw light on its
peculiarities, especially in terms of improving MT output and contribute to current studies on MT post-editing.

The use of CAI tools in interpreters’ training: a pilot study
Bianca Prandi
University of Bologna,
Italy

The University of Bologna/Forlì offers students of the MA in Interpreting a course in Methods and Technologies for
Interpreting. A recent addition to the software presented to students is InterpretBank, a CAI tool designed to assist
interpreters during the entire workflow of an interpreting assignment. We conducted a pilot study to collect information
on the students’ use of CAI tools to look up terminology in the booth. The aim was to verify how such tools can be
integrated in the curriculum by identifying potential issues and suggesting solutions. We ran an experiment with 12 MA
interpreting students to observe their behaviour during the simultaneous interpreting of terminology-dense texts.
Experience seems to play a key role in helping students integrate the tool in their workflow in the booth. Some students,
however, tend to excessively rely on the software program, while others see it as a source of distraction and find it hard
to focus on the delivery. There is reason to believe the tool will prove a useful addition to the curriculum of trainee
interpreters, yet more empirical studies are needed to test and possibly improve the way it can be integrated with
current interpreter training approaches.
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Best Practices for SMT Post-Editing
Silver Sponsor Workshop
Valeria Filippello
SDL,
Belgium

Machine Translation has changed the face of localization. This workshop will focus on Statistical Machine Translation
(SMT) and how to post-edit SMT output to understandable and publishable quality. The following topics will be covered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advantages of using MT and current market acceptance of MT and post-editing
How SMT technology works
How SMT can be applied in different ways depending on content and purpose of translations and the benefits
and challenges of each solution
Definition of post-editing and requirements for publishable and understandable quality
Tips and tricks for post-editing SMT output effectively
Typical SMT behaviours with examples in different languages
How to help translators become efficient post-editors through general and specific training programs

Skype Translator: Breaking Down Language and Hearing Barriers
A Behind the Scenes Look at Near Real-Time Speech Translation

Keynote Address
William D. Lewis
Microsoft Research

In 1966, Star Trek introduced us to the notion of the Universal Translator. Such a device allowed Captain Kirk and his
crew to communicate with alien species, such as the Gorn, who did not speak their language, or even converse with
species who did not speak at all (e.g., the Companion from the episode Metamorphosis). In 1979, Douglas Adams
introduced us to the “Babelfish” in the Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy which, when inserted into the ear, allowed the
main character to do essentially the same thing: communicate with alien species who spoke different languages.
Although flawless communication using speech and translation technology is beyond the current state of the art, major
improvements in these technologies over the past decade have brought us many steps closer. Skype Translator puts
together the current state of the art in these technologies, and provides a speech translation service in a Voice over
Internet (VoIP) service, namely Skype. With Skype Translator, a Skype user who speaks, say, English, can call a colleague
or friend who speaks, say, Spanish, and be able to hold a bilingual conversation mediated by the translator.
In the Skype Translator project, we set ourselves the ambitious goal of enabling successful open-domain
conversations between Skype users in different parts of the world, speaking different languages. As one might imagine,
putting together error-prone technologies such as speech recognition and machine translation raises some unique
challenges. But it also offers great promise.
The promise of the technologies is most evident with children and young adults who accept and adapt to the errorprone technology readily. They understand that the technology is not perfect, yet work around and within these
limitations without hesitation. The ability to communicate with children their own age, irrespective of language, gives
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them access to worlds that fascinate and intrigue them. The stunning simplicity of the questions they ask, e.g., “Do you
have phones?” or “Do you like wearing uniforms in school?”, shows how big the divide can be (or is perceived to be), but
it also shows how strongly they wish to connect. Because they also readily adapt the modality of the conversation, e.g.,
using the keyboard when speech recognition or translation may not be working for them, means they also readily accept
the use of the technology to break down other barriers as well. Transcriptions of a Skype call, a crucial cog in the process
of speech translation, are essential for those who do not hear, as are the text translations of those transcripts. Freely
mixing modalities and readily accepting them offers access to those who might otherwise be barred access. Adjusting
the design of Skype Translator to accommodate those with deafness or hard of hearing added features that benefited all
users. The technologies behind Skype Translator not only break down the language barrier, they also break down the
hearing barrier.
In this talk, we will look at Skype Translator and how it works. We will cover the issues we had to address in order to
design a system that transcribes and translates speech in an existing Voice of Internet service, namely Skype. We will
conclude with a demonstration of the service.

The Catcher in the CAT. Playfulness and Self-Determination in the Use of CAT Tools by
Professional Translators
Anna Estellés
Open University of Catalonia,
Spain

Esther Monzó Nebot
Universitat Jaume I de Castelló, Spain
and University of Graz, Austria

This contribution draws on the different models developed to assess and predict technology acceptance (particularly
the Unified Theory, UTAUT) and discusses the factors considered and their applicability to CAT tools and professional
translators. It further draws on translator studies to discuss how the current research on the translators’ habitus can
support and enhance the existing models. The model suggested comprises five categories (performance and effort
expectancy, social norms, perceived playfulness and self-determination), whose relevance is tested empirically with
a cohort of professional translators. The survey is carried out through a questionnaire where translators working in
different language combinations and different institutions and companies, with different status (free-lancers and
permanent in-house professionals), report their adherence to specific statements pertaining to the five constructs
analysed. The analysis highlights the importance of one of the two innovative factors contained in this proposal, selfdetermination, across the professional characteristics of the participants.
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The ALST project: technologies for audiovisual translation
Anna Matamala
Autonomous University of Barcelona,
Spain

The ALST project (Language and sensorial accessibility: technologies for voice-over and audio description), funded by the
Spanish Ministry of Economy (FFI2012-31024, 2013-2015), has researched the implementation of three technologies
(speech recognition, machine translation and speech synthesis) into voice-over and audio description, two audiovisual
transfer modes that are delivered orally. The ultimate aim of the project is to semi-automatize the process of audio
description creation and voice-over translation in order to enhance accessibility.
The analysis has been carried out at three levels. First, ALST has investigated whether speech recognition, either
automatic or via respeaking, could be used to generate transcripts in a faster way. Secondly, ALST has researched
whether machine translation could be efficiently applied, by analysing the post-editing effort in comparison with a
standard human creation or translation process. Thirdly, ALST has investigated the implementation of text-to-speech
technologies instead of human voices, and has tested the end user’s reception, taking into account various variables.
Results concerning all technologies in the two translation modes under analysis will be summarized in the
presentation, with a special focus on machine translation and text-to-speech.

How to get the best out of memoQ
Gold Sponsor Workshop
Angelika Zerfass,
Germany

This workshop will explore in depth some of the unique productivity features in memoQ, which provide users with the
instruments to ensure maximum efficiency for translators, translation teams and translation companies:
-

alignments and much more in the LiveDocs
automated project creation based on templates
customising checks for quality control and
interoperability and exchange mechanisms that memoQ offers to ensure a smooth workflow with
colleagues/clients using other tools

A chance to update your knowledge about what Translation Technology is about and to gain familiarity with concepts
that guarantee a leading edge.
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The Use of Machine Translation and Post-editing among Translation Service Providers in
Spain
Olga Torres*, Ramon Piqué*, Marisa Presas Corbella*, Pilar Sánchez-Gijón*, Adrià Martín Mor*, Pilar Cid Leal*, Anna AguilarAmat*, Celia Rico Pérez**, Amparo Alcina Caudet , Miguel Ángel Candel
* Autonomous University of Barcelona, Spain
** European University of Madrid, Spain
Jaume I University, Spain
Polytechnic University of Valencia, Spain

This article presents the results of a market survey carried out on the use of machine translation (MT) and MT postediting (PE) among translation service providers (TSPs) in Spain. This market survey is part of a research project called
ProjecTA, funded by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness (Ref. FFI2013-46041-R), which attempts to
analyse the flow of MT+PE work in the professional translation sector in Spain and develop guidelines for professional
translators to implement MT translation projects. The specific aim of this market survey is to systematically collect,
analyse and disseminate information on the use of MT and PE in order to help TSPs make decisions on how to
incorporate MT and PE into this business and also to help Spanish universities make decisions on incorporating MT and
PE into their degree programmes. Our initial hypothesis was that MT was not implemented evenly across Spanish
companies. Quantitative data were collected through an online survey, which was sent to 189 Spanish TSPs in January
and February 2015. The results from the survey show that almost 50% of the Spanish companies that participated in the
survey use machine translation and carry out post-editing, albeit on a limited basis.

Let the EAGLES Fly into New Standards: Adapting our CAT Tool Evaluation Methodology to
the ISO 25000 Series.
Marianne Starlander
University of Geneva,
Switzerland

This paper is a follow up to our teaching case study described in ASLIB 2013. The subject of the present paper is how do
we integrate the new ISO 25000 series (ISO/IEC 2014) to update the EAGLES 7-steps recipe, which is one of the
deliverables of the Evaluation of Natural Language Processing Systems project (EAGLES I and II) based on the ISO 9216
software evaluation series. The present poster paper will focus on the methodology proposed to the students and give
some preliminary results in order to give a flavour of the achieved work within only several weeks of our MA course. The
main aim of this paper is thus to provide a ready-made methodology to evaluate CAT tools, that can be reused not only
in the academic field by contributing to include such knowledge into “basic” translator’s training but also by freelancers
willing to evaluate several tools before making their choice.
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Improving Translator Competencies by Teaching Statistical Machine Translation:
Evidence and Experiences from University, LSP, Public Service,
and Community Training Programmes
Stephen Doherty
The University of New South Wales,
Australia

Despite the recognized and undisputed importance of translation technology in translator training and the recent
development of online statistical machine translation (SMT), there has been sparse consideration of how SMT can be
integrated into translator training, both in educational institutions and in the industry. Building upon the development
of a validated and open syllabus for teaching SMT, this paper discusses the associated learning outcomes of significant
improvements in: technological self-efficacy: linguistic expertise; and proficiency in translation quality assessment and
post-editing.
We report on the application of this approach by a diverse variety of users (universities, LSPs, government, and
community) to highlight the value of these educational opportunities for translators and their educators to engage with
SMT in the face of its improving usability and accessibility - all the while enhancing translator competence and
empowering translators.
Finally, we detail the lessons learned from these experiences and propose how training materials can be created to
achieve these benefits for a growing number of language pairs and the changing diversity in training and professional
development needs.

The Introduction of Machine Translation at Credit Suisse
Philipp Ursprung
Credit Suisse,
Switzerland

With the recent technological developments, there is an increasing number of successful use cases of machine
translation (MT) with post-editing in corporate translation scenarios. For an institution that handles sensitive data, such
as a bank, the popular online MT tools are a potential data leak, despite the advantages they offer to a global company.
Credit Suisse addresses this risk by introducing its own secure MT system to offer all staff a secure alternative to Google
Translate etc. for their translations for comprehension purposes. Credit Suisse Machine Translation (CSMT) is based on
the statistical machine translation system Moses and offers MT engines customized with CS and banking specific corpora
in 22 language combinations. This approach results in high-quality MT engines that are seamlessly integrated into the
production workflow of CS Language & Translation Services at the pre-processing stage, as an addition to the existing
leverage of translation memory and terminology database. Since the rollout of CSMT in early 2015, translation projects
in 16 language combinations contain MT suggestions that allow for productivity gains with both external translation
providers and in-house language specialists.
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Neocortical Computing: Next Generation Machine Translation
Andrzej Zydroń
CTO XTM International Ltd.,
UK

We have reached the theoretical limits of what can be achieved through the application of Statistical, Rule based and
Transfer based machine translation technology. The limits are those imposed by the Turing architecture which is what
we are currently restricted to. The start of the 21st century has seen significant theoretical advances in the domain of
human intelligence and its mechanisms and underpinnings.

Recommendations for Translation Environments
to Improve Translators’ workflows
Jan Van den Bergh*, Eva Geurts*, Donald Degraen*, Mieke Haesen*,
Iulianna van der Lek-Ciudin**, Karin Coninx*
* Hasselt University - tUL – iMinds Expertise Centre for Digital Media, Belgium
** KU Leuven, Faculty of Arts, Campus Sint-Andries Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium

Language professionals play an important role in an increasingly multilingual society where people commonly do not
sufficiently understand all languages used in their environment. While there are many translation environment tools
(TEnTs) available to support translators in their tasks, there is evidence that these tools are not used to their full
potential. Within the context of a broad research project, SCATE (Smart Computer-Assisted Translation Environment),
we investigated the current tools and work practices of language professionals to enable personalization of the user
interfaces of translation environments and improve translators’ workflows.
We used complementary research methods in our study: a survey among language professionals, semi-structured
interviews with five local companies involved in translation and nine contextual inquiries with both in-house and
freelance translators and revisers. Based on the gathered information we identified eight relevant scales to typify the
users and their experience with TEnTs, we created generalized workflows and summarized the key insights using two
personas.
We present a set of recommendations that could positively impact translators’ workflows. These recommendations
are in line with, but go beyond state of the art: they are focused on improving efficiency, effectiveness and usability of
translation environments as well as giving more control to translators.
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Going global? Let’s measure your product for World-readiness!
Kshitij Gupta
Adobe,
USA

Is your product ready for the global audience? Is string translation the only requirement you would need to cater to,
when planning to go global? How would you efficiently measure your product’s world-readiness? What all parameters
should you measure your product on, before planning go-to-market for global audience? Web/mobile applications are
becoming more prevalent and world-readiness goals need to change accordingly. Just 38% of the world population
speak English; for the rest 78%, the software requires more than just string translation. “If one can’t measure it, one
can’t improve it”. One needs the ability to measure a product’s world-readiness to set improvement goals and to
evaluate feasibility for go-to–market for a geography. In the session, we present a framework, using parameters like
locale awareness and multi-lingual architecture, among others, to measure a software’s world-readiness. The framework
discusses in detail, for multiple platforms, the expected behaviours, examples, relative importance of such parameters
and the challenges encountered while resolving respective globalization issues. The framework enables one to grade the
products on world-readiness and set improvement goals.

The TAUS Quality Dashboard
Workshop
Paola Valli
TAUS,

The Netherlands
This workshop outlines the progress that has been made on the TAUS Dynamic Quality Framework (DQF) in the past
year and introduces the TAUS Quality Dashboard. Thanks to this new dashboard, all stakeholders in the global
translation services can monitor their performance using industry-shared metrics and benchmark themselves against
industry average productivity and quality. The TAUS DQF integration with translation tools via an open API will also be
demonstrated. The TAUS Dynamic Quality Framework (DQF) was first developed by TAUS in 2011 in close cooperation
with many of the TAUS member companies and represents a dynamic approach to quality evaluation. The Quality
Dashboard delivers on the DQF vision and provides statistics on translation, benchmarking for translation activity and
quality, as well as analysis of translation performance and production. Quality evaluation though the Quality Dashboard
becomes business intelligence to help steer and support management decisions. This workshop is relevant for anyone
interested in the topic of translation quality and the work TAUS is doing in this regard. Those who are already familiar
with DQF but haven’t followed the recent developments will be introduced to the Quality Dashboard. The workshop is
also suited for those who have not heard about the TAUS DQF and are curious to learn more about it and see how it
works. There will be also room for discussion and feedback from the audience.
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Chairs

João Esteves-Ferreira graduated in Arts, Business Administration and
Terminology.
He qualified as a Sworn Translator in Switzerland (1977) and as a
Conference Interpreter (1983).
He has held several posts in Swiss professional translation organisations,
culminating with the Presidencies of ASTTI (Swiss Association of Translators,
terminologists and Interpreters) and ASTJ (Swiss Association of Sworn-in
Translators).
João served as Council Member of the Fédération internationale des
Traducteurs (FIT) from 1996 to 2005 and as Chairman of FIT Europe 20052008. He was the Founder and first Chairman of FIT Translation Tools and
Technology Committee (2000-2005).
In 2000, he founded tradulex, the International Association for Quality
Translation,
which he has chaired since its inception. He is also President of
João Esteves-Ferreira
ASLING, the International Association for Advancement in Language
Technology and Co-Chair of the Translating and the Computer Conferences TC36 and TC37.
His current activities, besides translating and interpreting, are the coordination of tradulex and the training of
professional colleagues.
João has published a great number of papers on legal translation, translation technology and professional issues.

Juliet Macan was born in Malta, educated in England, where she studied
Sociology and Psychology at Leeds University.
After working for fifteen years as a freelance translator in Italy,
specialising in medicine, pharmacology and plant pathology, in 1991 she
joined Intracoop, as a senior language consultant.
In 1994 she had her first encounter with a CAT tools: IBM Translation
Manager, Trados and DejaVu.
In 1999 she became Translation Tools Manager of the new company
Ic.doc, with a strong emphasis on technology. She was responsible for
ensuring optimum use of translation technology by the company, training inhouse staff and external freelancers, advising customers, evaluating new
projects, problem-solving and testing of new tools such as SLDX, Multitrans,
across, Memo-Q, SDL Studio, XTM and ONTRAM. She also investigated the
Quality assurance functions of these tools in comparison with the standJuliet Macan
alone QA tools such as Error Spy, QA Distiller and XBench, overseeing the
introduction of Quality Assurance procedures within the company. Engaged as a consultant in the new company
Arancho Doc, setup at the beginning of 2011. She has lectured at Bologna and Palermo universities, given
presentations at numerous conferences throughout Europe and held workshops on translation tools and QA
procedures and technology for language technology specialists, project managers and translators. An expert in
translation technology and the problems related to new authoring methods, she provides consultancy services and
training for international companies.
She is Vice president of AsLing (Association internationale pour la promotion des technologies linguistiques), a
not for profit association set up in Geneva in 2014 to promote the development, knowledge and use of translation
technology in the academic sector, large international organisations and industry.
She was lead chair of the 36th Translating and the Computer Conference in London.
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Ruslan Mitkov

Ruslan Mitkov has been working in Natural Language Processing (NLP),
Computational Linguistics, Corpus Linguistics, Machine Translation,
Translation Technology and related areas since the early 1980s.
His research output was highlighted as being internationally leading in the
last UK Research Assessment Exercise (RAE 2008). Whereas Prof. Mitkov is
best known for his seminal contributions to the areas of anaphora resolution
and automatic generation of multiple-choice tests, his extensively cited
research (more than 210 publications including 9 books, 25 journal articles
and 25 book chapters) also covers topics such as machine translation, natural
language generation, automatic summarisation, computer-aided language
processing, centering, translation memory, evaluation, corpus annotation,
bilingual term extraction, automatic identification of cognates and false
friends, NLP-driven corpus-based study of translation universals and
text simplification. Mitkov is author of the monograph Anaphora resolution
(Longman) and sole Editor of The Oxford Handbook of Computational

Linguistics (Oxford University Press) which has been hailed as the most successful Oxford Handbook. Current
prestigious projects include his role as Executive Editor of the Journal of Natural Language Engineering (Cambridge
University Press), Editor-in-Chief of the Natural Language Processing book series of John Benjamins publishers, and
Consulting Editor of Oxford University Press publications in Computational Linguistics. He is also working on the
forthcoming Oxford Dictionary of Computational Linguistics (co-authored with Patrick Hanks) and the forthcoming
second, substantially revised edition of the Oxford Handbook of Computational Linguistics.
Mitkov has been invited as a keynote speaker at a number of international conferences.
He has acted as Programme Chair of various international conferences on Natural Language Processing (NLP),
Machine Translation, Translation Technology, Translation Studies, Corpus Linguistics and Anaphora Resolution.
He is asked on a regular basis to review for leading international funding bodies and organisations and to act as a
referee for applications for Professorships both in North America and Europe. Ruslan Mitkov is regularly asked to
review for leading journals, publishers and conferences and serve as a member of Programme Committees or
Editorial Boards.
Mitkov has been an external examiner of many doctoral theses and curricula in the UK and abroad, including
Master’s programmes related to NLP, Translation and Translation Technology.
Mitkov has considerable external funding to his credit (more than £ 15,000,000) and is currently acting as
Principal Investigator of several large projects, some of which are funded by UK research councils, by the EC as well
as by companies and users from the UK and USA.
Ruslan Mitkov received his MSc from the Humboldt University in Berlin, his PhD from the Technical University in
Dresden and worked as a Research Professor at the Institute of Mathematics, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia.
Mitkov is Professor of Computational Linguistics and Language Engineering at the School of Humanities,
Languages and Social Sciences at the University of Wolverhampton which he joined in 1995 and where he set up
the Research Group in Computational Linguistics. His Research Group has emerged as an internationally leading
unit in applied Natural Language Processing (the output of the Research Group was classed by RAE 2008 as
internationally leading, internationally excellent and internationally recognised) and members of the group have
won awards in different NLP/shared-task competitions. In addition to being Head of the Research Group in
Computational Linguistics, Prof. Mitkov is also Director of the Research Institute in Information and Language
Processing. The Research Institute consists of the Research Group in Computational Linguistics and the Research
Group in Statistical Cybermetrics, which is another top performer in the recent RAE.
Ruslan Mitkov is Vice President of ASLING, an international Association for promoting Language Technology.
In recognition of his outstanding professional/research achievements, Mitkov was awarded the title of Doctor
Honoris Causa at Plovdiv University in November 2011. In November 2014 Dr. Mitkov was conferred the title
Profesor Honoris Causa at Veliko Tarnovo University.
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Olaf-Michael Stefanov is an IT professional with a strong focus on
multilingualism. During 36 years on staff at the United Nations he managed
various information-technology related areas, the last being Library and
Linguistic Support for Vienna headquarters, which included reference and
terminology support for the editorial, translation and interpretation sections.
Having introduced the first completely web-based multilingual terminology
database handling Arabic, Chinese, Cyrillic and Latin scripts for input, query,
and output, VINTARS, he presented it at Translating and the Computer - 20, in
1998. He also introduced digital dictation and voice-recognition into the
translation workflow of several international and multinational organizations.
Although retired from the UN he continues to serve in the site
administration and management of JIAMCATT, an information exchange
among governmental and intergovernmental language professionals, serves
as co-moderator of the JIAMCATT Working Group on Standardization and
Olaf-Michael Stefanov
Interoperability and has implemented multilingual Web 2.0 and CMS tools for
JIAMCATT.
He is also active in Tiki, a leading open source CMS, wiki and Groupware tool and was active in drafting the ITS
2.0 (Internationalization Tag Set) standard under the aegis of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) in 2013.
He has been a member of the Programme Committee of FEISGILTT since 2012.
He is co-founder, Vice President and coordinateur of ASLING, the International Association for Language
Technology which took over the Translating and the Computer conference series from ASLIB in 2014.
Having served as co-chair of conferences in this series from 2000 he served as lead chair in 2013.
Based in Vienna, Olaf-Michael is actively engaged worldwide in a variety of multilingual projects and conferences.

Session Chair
David Chambers recently retired, worked for over 20 years with the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), a specialised agency of the United
Nations in Geneva, initially as Head of the Patent Translation Section and
subsequently as Head of the Language Division responsible for the
Organization’s translation and interpretation activities.
This followed an earlier career as translator, interpreter, and head of
translation sections in the private sector. He has always shown keen interest
in the development of computer assisted translation tools, and developed
their practical application for the specific type of translation work at WIPO.
In 2000, he presented a paper at the 22nd annual Translating and the
Computer Conference (TC22) on Automatic Bilingual Terminology Extraction
David Chambers
– a Practical Approach, outlining work done at WIPO in this context in the
field of patent translation.
Since retirement, he continues to take an active interest in computer systems and translation technologies.
A regular participant at the Conference since the mid 1990’s, he has been a member of the Conference
Programme Committee since 2011, acted as session Chair in 2011, 2012, 2014, and will again chair at the 2015
Conference.
He holds a BA (Hons) in Applied Language Studies and is a Member of the Chartered Institute of Linguists.
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Education Room Coordinator
Silke Lührmann, aafter working as an in-house
house translator for a medium
medium-sized
language service provider in Swansea for 4 1/2 years, has just started a PhD in
language-service
Translation Studies at the University of East Anglia. She holds an M.A. in Literary
Translation from Swansea University.
University
Her portfolio includes translations for the Goethe Institute, New Books in
German, the Centre for Contemporary German Culture at Swansea
Sw
University and
the Festspielhaus Baden-Baden.
Baden

Silke Lührmann

Publication Chair

Ivelina Nikolova

Ivelina Nikolova is a Senior Lecturer at the Institute of Information and
Communication Technologies of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and an NLP
Engineer at Ontotext AD. Ivelina has defended her PhD thesis in Computational
Linguistics focusing on the application of Natural Language Proce
Linguistics,
Processing techniques
for building Semantic Systems. Recently she has been involved in projects related
to Biomedical Natural Language processing, information extraction in the News
domain and e-Learning
e
Analytics.
She is also one of the main local organisers ffor
or RANLP series
serie of conferences
since 2007 and serves as Publication chair of a number of its associated
workshops. This year Ivelina is also the Publication Chair for the Proceedings of
Translating and the Computer 37 - 2015.
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Authors, Moderators and Panellists
Anna Aguilar-Amat is a senior lecturer at the Department of Translation,
Interpreting and East Asian Studies at the Universitat Autònoma de
Barcelona where she teaches Terminology applied to Translation. She has written
several specialized texts on the following research fields: Knowledge Bases,
Computational Linguistics and Machine Translation, Lexical Semantics and
Terminology, Minorized Languages and Terminology Planning. She is a member of
the research group Tradumàtica.

Anna Aguilar-Amat

Andoni Aizpietia

Amparo Alcina

Aitor Álvarez

Andoni Aizpietia is part of the Human Speech and Language Technologies (HSLT)
group at VICOMTECH-IK4, a group he joined in early 2013. He holds an
Engineering degree in Computer Science, obtained at the University of the Basque
Country (UPV) in 2010. He then graduated with a Masters in Language Analysis
and Processing (LAP), a degree offered by the IXA group at the UPV (2014). He has
participated in several European, National and Regional research projects,
notably the Opener and Sumat FP7 projects, on several NLP topics, including core
NLP technologies, sentiment analysis, automated quality estimation and
statistical machine translation. He is currently a member of the Machine
Translation group within the HSLT department, involved in its core research and
development activities.
Amparo Alcina is a senior lecturer at the Universitat Jaume I of Castellón, where
she teaches Translation Technology and Terminology to translation students. She
coordinates the research team TecnoLeTTra which focuses on language,
terminology and translation technology. She leads the research project ONTODIC,
which is working on the creation of onomasiological and combinatory dictionaries
based on ontologies, as well as other research and educational projects on digital
dictionaries, specialized corpora or translation memories. She has published
articles in journals such as Meta, Target, Perspectives: Studies in Translation,
Terminology, International Journal of Lexicography, and The Interpreter and
Translator Trainer.

Aitor Álvarez works as staff Researcher of the Human Speech and Language
Technologies group at VICOMTECH. He studied Computer Science at the
University of the Basque Country (2005). He carried out his final year project at
the Department of Architecture and Computer Technology of the same university,
where he continued working as a scholar. He is currently a PhD student, has
completed the Diploma of Advanced Studies and is working on his thesis on
advanced audio and speech processing techniques for the media. In July 2007 he
joined VICOMTECH, where he has been working as project manager and
researcher involved in speech related R&D projects. He has been involved in
several European projects and has published several papers in relevant
international and national conferences.
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Fabio Alves is Professor of Translation Studies at Universidade Federal de Minas
Gerais (UFMG), Brazil, where he carries out empirical
empirical-experimental research at
the Laboratory for Experimentation in Translation (LETRA). His research interests
encompass expertise and expert
expert knowledge in translation; cognitive approaches
to translation; translation and technology; and human-machine
human
interaction in
translation. He has published extensively in journals such as Across Languages and
Cultures, Meta and Target, as well as book chapters in Continuum, Routledge and
John Benjamins book series.

Fabio Alves

Juan José Arevalillo

Juan José Arevalillo is Managing Director of Hermes Traducciones y Servicios
Lingüísticos, former president of the Association of Spanish Translation
Companies (ACT) and President of the Spanish Technical Committee for
Translation Service Quality at AENOR. In his role at ACT he was head of the
Spanish Committee working on EN
EN-15038.
15038. He is also a lecturer and consultant for
the Translations Studies course at Alfonso X Un
University,
iversity, Madrid, Spain. In addition
to this, he is also the Chairman of the Spanish Technical Committee 174 for
Translation Services at AENOR (the Spanish Standardisation Association), and was
one of the members of CEN International Committee which created
create the European
EN-15038
15038 Quality Standard for Translation Services, in which he was the Project
Manager of the chapter ‘Translation Services’. He is also a permanent member of
the ISO/TC 37 Committee for Translation Services representing AENOR, and
participates in the European Union’s main projects dealing with translation
participates
industry.

Vít Baisa is software developer and researcher in corpus linguistics. His research
interests consist mainly of language modelling and machine translation in the
context of corpus and computational linguistics. Since 2011 he has been working
on the Sketch Engine corpus management system, mainly extending its features
related to translation, terminology and language learning. He is also an associate
of the NLP Centre
Centre at Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University.

Vít Baisa
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Martin Benjamin is the founder and executive director of the Kamusi Project, an
international collaborative effort to produce learning and lexical resources for
African languages, and a Senior Scientist in the Distributed Information Systems
Laboratory at the École Polytechnique Fédéral de Lausanne. He received a
doctorate in Anthropology from Yale University for research on health and
development; his dissertation, “Development Consumers: An ethnography of the
‘poorest of the poor’ and international aid in rural Tanzania,” the culmination of
extensive multisite field research, was awarded with distinction in 2000. He has
since conducted applied research in Tanzania on health and gender, particularly
issues of maternal health and anemia, with support from UNICEF, Danida
Martin Benjamin
(Denmark) and the Micronutrient Initiative (Canada). He has consulted
extensively with the World Bank Indigenous Knowledge Program, and was the
main translator for the Google interface in Swahili for several years. He also taught Anthropology and Swahili at
Wesleyan University in the US until 2006, before leaving the academy to pursue the development of the Kamusi
Project full time. Benjamin founded the Kamusi Project in 1994, when he was a graduate student looking for
dictionary resources to aid his learning of Swahili. He conceived of a participatory model in which community
members shared the tasks of creating a comprehensive Swahili dictionary, entry by entry. With the support of
grants from the US Department of Education and an inter-university Consortium on Language Teaching and
Learning, the Kamusi Project grew into the world’s most used resource for the Swahili language, with more than
60,000 entries and over a million lookups per month. In 2007, as the Kamusi model expanded to cover
additional African languages that fell outside of the core university teaching mission, Yale released the project
to the World Language Documentation Centre, a UK-based public charity. Subsequently, Benjamin shepherded
the project through the process of formation as two independent legal non-profit entities, Kamusi Project USA
for activities that originate in the US, and Swiss-based Kamusi Project International for working with partners
worldwide. During the past eight years, Benjamin has led several new undertakings for the Kamusi Project. He
was the primary investigator on a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities for a trilingual
dictionary among Kinyarwanda (the language of Rwanda), Swahili, and English. He has also been an active
member of the African Network for Localisation, where, with the support of the Canadian International
Development Research Centre, he has managed projects to create computer locales for nearly 100 African
languages, and to create comprehensive software localization terminologies for a dozen languages. He has also
worked with Microsoft to refine their Swahili technology glossary and their translations for Windows and Office
- in 2011 he was recognized by the Microsoft Local Language Program "for outstanding contributions to the
release of Windows 7 and Office 2010 in Kiswahili”. Kamusi was recognized as a launch partner in the White
House Big Data Initiative in 2013. Benjamin is currently focused on two major activities for the Kamusi Project.
The first is the Global Online Living Dictionary (Kamusi GOLD), which will be a major lexical resource that
interlinks numerous languages around the world; he led a pilot with more than 20 languages in 2013, and is
now working with partners for in depth development of languages including Songhay, Kirundi and Vietnamese.
The second is KamusiTERMS (Kamusi for Technology, Economy, Rights, Medicine, and Science), which will be a
multilingual, multi-domain term bank for African development. These projects involve the coordination of
numerous partners throughout Africa and elsewhere, including software developers, language experts, and
domain specialists. Benjamin resides in Lausanne, Switzerland, with his wife and young daughter, and travels
frequently to pursue Kamusi Project activities with partners far and wide.
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David Benotmane is consultant for translation technology, working in
Zurich,Switzerland.
He worked as manager of the translation unit for the Migros Group, the largest
company in Switzerland. He has conceived a fully automated translation workflow
platform with innovative functionalities in the SDL WorldServer. He reduced the
costs of translations by up to 50% and at the same time increased the income for
the external translators by up to 260%. Currently 80 translators work daily with
the TMS.
He is now representing Glossa Group in Switzerland and is introducing the
proofreading platform myproof® for Swiss companies and translators. He is
currently developing an HRM-Platform and an eLearning-Platform for translators.

David Benotmane
Jan Van den Bergh is a post-doctoral researcher and research assistant at Hasselt
University and member of the HCI lab of the iMinds research institute Expertise
Centre for Digital Media. His research is situated in user-centred engineering of
context-aware, mobile or collaborative systems. His recent research was often
focused on how software can support workflow for knowledge workers and/or
end users in specific domains. He obtained a PhD in computer science (human
computer interaction) from Hasselt University in 2006 and a M.Sc. He coorganized several scientific workshops and served as PC member for several
conferences and workshops and is observing member of the IFIP workgroup 13.2
on User-Centred Systems Design

Jan van Bergh

Richard Brooks

Richard Brooks is the owner and CEO of UK based Language Service Provider
K International.
He holds an MBA from Cranfield School of Management and is also a Board
Member of the Association of Language Companies.
Richard has completed and contributed to numerous educational programmes
in Europe, USA and Asia and co-written several publications on topics of interest.
An experienced professional in the localization industry, much respected for his
business insight and acumen. He has become a renowned and popular
international conference and event speaker - his open, passionate and honest
style, combined with his dry sense of humour keeps his audiences thoroughly
engaged in his chosen topic.

He has many recommendations from his clients who consider him to be not only a truly professional and
inspirational business leader but a person who is as equally at home and interesting in the boardroom as he is
in the coffee-break room.
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Pilar Cid-Leal is a senior lecturer in Documentation applied to Translation at the
Department of Translation, Interpreting and East Asian Studies at the Universitat
Autònoma de Barcelona, where she teaches Information Science. Currently his
main research interest is the Information Science applied to translation. She has
participated in numerous research projects on this subject. She is a member of the
research group Tradumàtica.

Pilar Cid-Leal
Alessandro Cattelan is the Vice President of operations at Translated where he
oversees project management and account management. His focus is on improving
and automating processes to provide better and faster translations, quality
monitoring and improvement, and the design and implementation of technical
solutions. Alessandro is the product manager of the MateCat translation tool and is
responsible for defining software requirements specifications and user experience.
He graduated summa cum laude in translation from the University of Trieste, Italy.

Alessandro Cattelan
Karin Coninx is Professor at Hasselt University, Belgium. Karin Coninx is leading the
Human-Computer Interaction Group of EDM (Expertise Centre for Digital Media, a
research institute of Hasselt University that is partner in iMinds), Dean of the
Science Faculty and Director of the Doctoral School for Sciences and Technology.
Her research interests include user-centred methodologies, (multimodal)
interaction in virtual environments, haptic feedback, technology-supported
rehabilitation and CareTech, serious games, mobile and context-sensitive systems,
interactive (ubicomp) work spaces, and the model-based realization of user
interfaces.

Karin Coninx

Gloria Corpas Pastor

Gloria Corpas Pastor received her BA in German Philology (English) from the
University of Malaga and her PhD in English Philology from the Universidad
Complutense de Madrid (1994). Dr. Corpas is Visiting Professor in Translation
Technology at the Research Institute in Information and Language Processing
(RIILP) of the University of Wolverhampton, UK (since 2007), and Professor in
Translation and Interpreting (2008). Prof. Corpas who has published and has been
cited extensively, is a member of several international and national editorial and
scientific committees. Corpas is the Spanish delegate for AEN/CTN 174 and
CEN/BTTF 138, is actively involved in the development of the UNE-EN 15038:2006
and currently involved in the future ISO Standard (ISO TC37/SC2-WG6 "Translation
and Interpreting"). She is a regular evaluator of University programmes and
curriculum design for the Spanish Agency for Quality Assessment and Accreditation

(ANECA) and various research funding bodies. Prof. Corpas is the President of AIETI (Iberian Association of
Translation and Interpreting Studies), member of the Advisory council of EUROPHRAS (European Society of
Phraseology) and Vice-President of AMIT-A (Association of Women in Science and Technology of Andalusia).
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Stephen Doherty is a lecturer in the School of Humanities & Languages at the
University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia. He conducts research on
translation and cognition, including translation technologies and translation
process studies.
He currently lectures in Translation Technology, Media Translation, Translation
Theory, and is an active trainer and consultant in the international translation
technology industry, including, LSPs and government users (e.g. National
Accreditation Authority for Translators and Interpreters, New South Wales Ministry
of Health).
He has several years of experience working with translation technologies, with
extensive experience in teaching translation technologies, and a variety of research
Stephen Doherty
and teaching roles at Dublin City University and the Centre for Next Generation
Localisation.
Under the recent European Commission project, QTLaunchPad, he has collaborated closely with international
organizations to improve translation quality assessment and the usage of technologies, including: GALA, TAUS,
and FIT.
He is an active author of industry publications and academic research and holds numerous scientific
committee and reviewer positions (including Australian Institute of Interpreters and Translators, Association for
Machine Translation in the Americas, AMTA Post-Editing Workshop series, the European Association for
Machine Translation, and several international journals).

Donald Degraen received his master's degree in computer science with a
specialisation in the domain of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) in 2012. With an
original background in industry and education, Donald joined the HCI group at the
Expertise Centre for Digital Media (EDM), part of Hasselt University, as a
researcher. Since, he has been exploring a wide variety of topics in HCI research,
such as gesture-based interaction and user-centred software engineering.

Donald Degraen
Joanna Drugan is Senior Lecturer in Applied Translation Studies at the University of
East Anglia, UK. Her main research interests include translation quality, translation
ethics and translation technologies. Her most recent book is Quality in Professional
Translation (Bloomsbury, 2013).She is currently researching real-world ethical
challenges when professional translators and interpreters are not available,
particularly in healthcare and social work, and ways in which training and
technology might support professionals and service users faced with such
challenges.
Jo holds an MA (Hons) and PhD in French from the University of Glasgow, Scotland.
She previously worked at Reading University and Leeds University, where she was
a founder member of the Centre for Translation Studies and ran the MA
Joanna Drugan
Applied Translation Studies for over a decade. She was awarded a National Teaching
Fellowship and became a member of the Higher Education Academy in 2008. She has served as a member of
the Peer Review Council for the Arts and Humanities Research Council since 2012 and was selected as a
founding member of the Publication Integrity and Ethics Council in 2013. Since joining UEA in 2012, Jo has led
specialist Masters modules in translation technologies, translation as a profession, and research methods, and
an undergraduate module on translation and globalisation. She is Director of Graduate Studies for the School.
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Anna Estellés is a Tutor in Open University of Catalonia and a translation
technologies consultant. She holds a PhD in Translation, Society and
Communication and a Master’s Degree in Translation Technologies and
Localization. In her doctoral research she studied the application of ontologies in
concept description. Between 2007 and 2013 she taught Translation Technologies
and Terminology at the University Jaume I, Spain. Her current work focuses on the
study of translators’ adoption of new developments in translation technologies
(cloud services, machine translation, online CAT tools).

Anna Estellés
Valeria Filippello is a Senior Computational Linguist for SDL’s intelligent Machine
Translation group. She trained as an interpreter and translator in Italy and has
worked in localization for 15 years. Following her interest in translation
technology, Valeria joined SDL 8 years ago as Italian post-editor. In the new
intelligent Machine Translation department, her role is focused on creating and
testing high quality Machine Translation systems, promoting the use of MT, and
training translators to understand and use it efficiently.

Valeria Filippello

Klaus Fleischmann grew up with languages and computers in Austria and the US.
Studied conference interpreting in Vienna & Monterey, California, and technical
communication at Danube University Krems. Long work experience in the US
translation industry. Founded Kaleidoscope GmbH as a consulting & software
company for international documentation in 1996. Co-founded the “ARGE
International Documentation” in Vienna in 2000. Presents lectures and university
courses on terminology and translation management in Austria and abroad

Klaus Fleischmann
Norma Fonseca is currently a PhD candidate in Applied Linguistics at Graduate
Program in Linguistics and Applied Linguistics (POSLIN) at Federal University of
Minas Gerais (UFMG) in Brazil, where she develops empirical-experimental
research in Translation Studies. She obtained a master's degree in Applied
Linguistics from the same program. Her bachelor degree in English and Portuguese
Languages was received from Federal University of Viçosa (UFV).

Norma Fonseca
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Josef van Genabith is a Scientific Director at DFKI, the German Research Centre for
Artificial Intelligence, where he heads the Multilingual Technologies Group. He is
Professor for Translation-oriented Language Technologies at the University of the
Saarland, Germany. Previously he was the founding Director of CNGL, the Centre
for Next Generation Localisation, in Dublin, Ireland, Director of the National Centre
for Language Technologies NCLT, Ireland, and a Professor in the School of
Computing at Dublin City University.

Josef van Genabith
Eva Geurts received a master degree in computer science in 2014, with a
specialisation in the domain of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Meanwhile, Eva
Geurts joined the Human-Computer Interaction group of the Expertise Centre for
Digital Media, the ICT research institute of Hasselt University. Through involvement
in basic and applied research projects, she is exploring general HCI research topics
of the group such as user-centred software engineering and mobile and contextsensitive systems.

Eva Geurts
Sarah Griffin-Mason is a Freelance Translator, Editor and Educator. She serves as
Vice Chair of the Institute of Translation and Interpreting and is a Lecturer in
Translation Studies on the MA in Translation at the School of Languages and Area
Studies, University of Portsmouth. She has more than 20 years of translation and
editing experience after training in-house with the InterPress Service (Montevideo,
Uruguay) and working with freelance for clients such as LolaPress, UNICEF-TACRO,
Oxford University Press, Elsevier and the ETF. Griffin-Mason recently developed the
Professional Aspects of Translation unit for MA students at the University of
Portsmouth.

Sarah Griffin-Mason
Kshitij Gupta works with Adobe Systems in the role of Computer Scientist for
globalization team. During his tenure of eight years at Adobe, he has led the
translation technology team for the development of tools and workflows to
constantly make globalization process efficient and robust. Kshitij is a regular
speaker at Adobe in-house technology talks and delivered a well-received handson tutorial at 'Adobe Tech Summit'. His paper on “Attacking Globalized Software –
and preventing it!” was selected for the Unicode conference IUC-36. He also
presented a session on “Localization, the efficient way to do it!” at TLC 2014.

Kshitij Gupta
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Kim Harris is a Managing Partner and co-founder
founder of text&
text&form, a global language
service provider with offices in Berlin, Montreal and Toronto. Since the company’s
foundation in 1996, Kim has been actively involved in all aspects of the language
industry. Kim is a guest researcher at the German Research Center for Artificial
Intelligence (DFKI) in Berlin, where she works with the machine translation team to
analyse MT results and find novel improvement methods.
In addition to publishing several articles and speaking at industry events on
topics such as quality standards, language technology and innovation, Kim served
as a board member for the Globalization and Localization Association (GALA), an
international non-profit
non profit association of language services and technology providers,
Kim Harris
for six years. Kim is a current member
mber of the Editorial Board for DGT LIND-Web
LIND
and the Rossetta Foundation Executive Committee. Always dedicated to breaking
language barriers through language technology innovation, Kim has organized talks and workshops at a number
of language technology and
nd research events including MT Summit and LREC 2014, and served as a technology
expert for LT-Innovate
Innovate entrepreneur showcases.
Mieke Haesen is a lecturer and IOF-fellow
fellow (Flemish Industrial Research Fund) who
takes care of business development at the Expertise Centre for Digital Media of
Hasselt University, Belgium.
Belgium. In her PhD in computer science, she investigated a
user-centred
centred software engineering
engineering framework and techniques for multi
multidisciplinary teams. Her main research interests include user-centred
user
design and
development processes, techniques and tools for multi-disciplinary
multi
cooperation
and storyboarding.

Mieke Haesen

Manuel Herranz

Miloš Jakubíček

Manuel Herranz combines engineering and linguistics and runs Pangeanic, the first
translation company to commercially apply Moses successfully as reported by
euromatrixplus and AMTA. Pangeanic is also part of the EXPERT Marie Curie action
training ESR in Hybrid technologies.
technologies. Since 2007, Herranz has directed research and
development for customized statistical machine translation deployments in
in-house
and he is a frequent speaker at industry events and translation conferences. Now
fully committed to the spin-off
spin
PangeaMT, Manuel
anuel uses the Pangeanic experience
to design the most independent, open standard MT and has built several
integration modules around the open-source
open source tool and hybrid features (publications
for Japanese with Toshiba in the AAMT). His current work focuses on machine
translation applied to semantic and the multilingual web.
Miloš Jakubíček is an NLP researcher and software engineer. His research interests
are devoted mainly to two fields: effective processing of very large text corpora
and parsing of morphologically rich languages. Since 2008 he has been involved in
the development of Sketch Engine corpus management suite on behalf of Lexical
Computing, a small research company working at the intersection of corpus and
computational linguistics. Since 2011 he was director of the Czech branch of Lexical
Computing leading the local develo
development
pment team of Sketch Engine and became CEO
of the Lexical Computing in 2014. He is a fellow of the NLP Centre at Masaryk
University, where his interests lie mainly in syntactic analysis and its practical
applications.
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Iulianna van der Lek-Ciudin is currently a researcher at KU Leuven, Faculty of Arts,
Campus Antwerp. Her research activities involve the translation process, evaluation
of translation environment tools and terminology strategies. She is passionate
about language technologies, always looking for ways to improve translators'
knowledge of the existing tools, processes and workflows.

Iulianna van der
Lek-Ciudin
William Lewis is Principal Technical Program Manager with the Microsoft
Translator team at Microsoft Research. He has led the Microsoft Translator team's
efforts to build Machine Translation engines for a variety of the world's languages,
including threatened and endangered languages, and has been working with the
Translator team to build Skype Translator.
He has been leading the efforts to support the features that allow deaf and hard
of hearing users to make calls over Skype. This work has been extended to the
classroom in Seattle Public Schools, where “mainstreamed” deaf and hard of
hearing children are using MSR’s speech recognition technology to participate fully
in the “hearing” classroom.
Will Lewis
Before joining Microsoft, Will was Assistant Professor and founding faculty for the
Computational Linguistics Master's Programme at the University of Washington,
where he continues to hold an Affiliate Appointment, and continues to teach classes on Natural Language Processing.
Before that, he was faculty at California State University (CSU) Fresno, where he helped found the
Computational Linguistics and Cognitive Science Programs at the university. He received a Bachelor's degree in
Linguistics from the University of California Davis and a Master's and Doctorate in Linguistics, with an emphasis
in Computational Linguistics, from the University of Arizona in Tucson.
In addition to regularly publishing in the fields of Natural Language Processing and Machine Translation, Will is
on the editorial board for the Journal of Machine Translation, is on the board for the Association for Machine
Translation in the Americas (AMTA), served as a programme chair for the National American Association for
Computational Linguistics (NAACL) conference in June 2015, serves as a programme chair for the Machine
Translation Summit in October 2015, regularly reviews papers for a number of Computational Linguistics
conferences, and has served multiple times as a panellist for the National Science Foundation.
Qun Liu is currently a Professor at Dublin City University (DCU) and the leader of
Natural Language Processing Group in ADAPT Centre (formerly CNGL), Ireland. He
received his Master's degree in Computer Science from the Institute of Computing
Technology at Chinese Academy of Sciences (ICT/CAS) in 1992, and his PhD degree
in Computer Science from Peking University in 2004. Since 1992 he has been a
Researcher and Professor in ICT/CAS, Beijing, where he was the Leader of the
Natural Language Processing Research Group. He moved to Ireland and joined
CNGL/DCU in July 2012, while still working with the NLP group at ICT/CAS as an
Adjunct Professor and Group Leader. His research interests focus on machine
translation and natural language processing, especially on Chinese language
processing, statistical machine translation models, approaches and evaluation
Qun Liu
methods. He led the development of the broadly used ICTCLAS open source
Chinese word segmentation and POS tagging systems in 2002. In recent years he and his research group mainly
work on syntactic-based statistical machine translation models, context-aware translation methods and
adaptation technologies for NLP.
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Igor A. Lourenço
da Silva

Igor A. Lourenço da Silva is a lecturer of Translation Studies at Universidade
Federal de Uberlândia (UFU), Brazil. His lectures focus on English writing, inverse
translation, and introduction to translation practice. He holds a Master’s and PhD
degree in Applied Linguistics from Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais (UFMG),
Brazil. His main fields of research comprise translation process research,
translation expertise, and text linguistics. He has developed projects in partnership
with UFMG, Dublin City University, and University of Macau. He is currently a
research member of Translation research group (UFU) and LETRA (Laboratory for
Experimentation in Translation, UFMG). He has worked as a freelance translator
and proofreader since 2005. He also worked as an assistant researcher at
University of Saarland, Germany, in 2011-2012.

Adrià Martín-Mor is a lecturer in translation technologies at the Department of
Translation, Interpreting and East Asian Studies at the Universitat Autònoma de
Barcelona, where he teaches translation technologies and coordinates the
Tradumàtica MA course. His research interests are CAT tools, machine translation
and FOSS software. He is a member of the research group Tradumàtica.

Adrià Martín-Mor
Anna Matamala who has BA in Translation (UAB) and PhD in Applied Linguistics
(UPF, Barcelona), is since 2009 a senior tenured lecturer at the Universitat
Autònoma de Barcelona. Certified audiovisual translator for the Catalan Television
(1996-present). Former coordinator of the PhD in Translation and Intercultural
Studies at UAB (2010-2014), where she led an active internationalization policy,
and of the MA in Audiovisual Translation at UAB (2005-2012). A member of the
international research group TransMedia (www.transmediaresearchgroup.com),
and
of
its
local
branch
Transmedia
Catalonia
(www.grupsderecerca.uab.cat/transmedia), Anna Matamala has participated and
led many funded projects on audiovisual translation and media accessibility. She
has taken an active
role
in the
organisation of scientific
Anna Matamala
events such as the Media for All conference or the Advanced Research Audio
Description Seminar ARSAD, and has published extensively in international
refereed journals such as Meta, The Translator, Perspectives, Babel,
Translation Studies, among others. She is the author of a book on interjections and
lexicography (IEC, 2005), co-author (with Eliana Franco and Pilar Orero) of a book on voice-over (Peter Lang,
2010), and co-editor of four volumes on audiovisual translation and media accessibility. Joan Coromines Prize in
2005, and APOSTA Award to Young Researchers in 2011. Her research interests are audiovisual translation,
media accessibility and applied linguistics. She is currently involved in standardisation work at ISO.
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Jaap van der Meer was the founder and CEO of some of the largest global
translation and localization service companies in the 1980s and 1990s. In 2005 he
founded the Translation Automation User Society (TAUS). TAUS is an innovation
think tank and platform for industry-shared
industry
ed services for the global translation and
localization sector. Many of the largest IT companies, government translation
bodies and their suppliers of translation and localization services and technologies
are members of TAUS. TAUS offers among others a platform
platform for translation quality
evaluation and benchmarking and a platform for pooling and sharing of translation
memory data. Jaap van der Meer has written many articles over the years about the
translation industry.

Jaap van der Meer
Alan Melby is Professor Emeritus of general linguistics at Brigham Young University
and president of LTAC Global, a small non-profit
non profit dedicated to promoting the
development and use of standards in the translation industry. He began working on
a machine translation project
pr
in 1970. He is an ATA--certified French-to-English
translator.
In 2014 he was elected to the FIT Council, the governing body of the International
Federation of Translators.

Alan Melby

Joss Moorkens

Joss Moorkens is a Post-doctoral
doctoral Researcher in the ADAPT Centre, within the School
of Computing in Dublin City University (DCU) with interests in user evaluation of
translation technology and post
post-editing.
editing. Sharon O’Brien is the Director of the Centre
for Translation an
and
d Textual Studies, a Challenge Leader in the ADAPT Centre, and
Senior Lecturer in the School of Applied Language and Intercultural Studies in DCU.
She is interested in translation and especially translation technology with a specific
focus on controlled la
language,
nguage, machine translation, post
post-editing and localisation.
Igor A. L. da Silva is an Adjunct Professor at the Instituto de Letras e Linguística,
Federal University of Uberlândia. Norma Fonseca is a PhD student and Lecturer at
the Laboratório Experimental de Tradução, Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais.
Fabio Alves is a Professor in the Faculdade de Letras, and Dean of International
Studies at the Federal University of Minas Gerais.

Esther Monzó is a Professor in Translation at the Universitat Jaume I, Spain.
Between 2013 and 2015 she was a Professor in the Sociology of Translation at the
University of Graz, Austria. Her current work focuses on the study of translators
working for international o
organizations
rganizations from a sociological perspective. She has
published extensively on the textual, technological and sociological aspects of legal
and sworn translation. She has also conducted consultancy services and action
research projects for the application of CAT tools in the field of legal and sworn
translation. She has been a practicing translator at the United Nations, the World
Trade Organization and the World Intellectual Property Organization, Switzerland.

Esther Monzó
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Sharon O’Brien is the Director of the Centre for Translation and Textual Studies, a
Challenge Leader in the ADAPT Centre, and Senior Lecturer in SALIS in DCU. She is
interested in translation and especially translation technology with a specific focus
on controlled language, machine translation, post-editing, localisation, and
translation in crisis scenarios. She is also interested in end users of translation and in
concepts such as translatability, usability, readability, comprehensibility and the
measurement of cognitive load.

Sharon O’Brien

Constantin Orasan is Reader in computational linguistics at University of
Wolverhampton, and the deputy head of the Research Group in Computational
Linguistics. His background is computer science and received his PhD from
University of Wolverhampton with a thesis in the field of computational linguistics.
He is currently the coordinator of the EXPERT project. In the past he managed other
European projects like FIRST, QALL-ME and MESSAGE. His expertise is in information
extraction, automatic summarisation, translation memories, question answering
and corpus linguistics.

Constantin Orasan

Andreu Oliver, PhD student in Cognitive Psychology in UAB, holds a scholarship
from the HBB4ALL European project to help develop and carry out part of the tests
about the accessibility services of HbbTv. Member of Transmedia Catalonia and of
Perception, Language and Time Group

Andreu Oliver
Bianca Prandi is a recent graduate of the Advanced School of Languages and
Literatures, Translation and Interpretation (SSLLeTI) of the University of Bologna.
She holds a BA in Intercultural Linguistic Mediation and an MA in Interpreting. She
graduated with a dissertation on the integration of the CAI tool InterpretBank in the
curriculum of interpreting students. She is currently working as a freelance
translator and interpreter. Her working languages are English and German and she is
studying Polish with a view to adding it to her language combination. Her main
research interests are terminology management and Computer-Aided Interpreting.

Bianca Prandi
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Marisa Presas is a senior lecturer and teaches Translation from German into Spanish
and Catalan. Her research is focused on the cognitive processes of translation and
post-editing. She has recently published “Training translators in the European
Higher Education Area: A Model for Evaluating Learning Outcomes” in The
Interpreter and Translator Trainer (2012) and “The role of implicit theories in the
non-expert translation process” in MonTI (2014), the latter in collaboration with
Celia Martín de León. She is director of the research group Tradumàtica.

Marisa Presas
Peter Reynolds is responsible for Kilgray’s strategy and Kilgray’s partnerships,
including the academic and the training programs. He is a localization industry
veteran who joined Kilgray after having worked for Berlitz, Bowne Global Solutions,
Lionbridge and Idiom Technologies Inc. where he set up the successful LSP
Advantage program. He holds an MBA from the Open University and has been the
secretary of the XLIFF Technical Committee at OASIS. Peter keeps the company on
track by setting targets and making sure these targets are met.
Peter is an Irish national based in Warsaw, Poland. He holds an BSc and an MBA
degree from the Open University and is a localisation industry veteran and worked
as a translation and localization industry standards and management consultant.
Peter Reynolds
Peter was actively involved in the development and promotion of standards, notably
XLIFF, an increasingly used standard within the globalization and localization
industry. He was Secretary of the XLIFF Technical Committee at OASIS and one f two people who were on the
XLIFF Technical Committee since its inception. He is also Chair of the Translation Web Services Technical
Committee.

Celia Rico

Celia Rico, Ph.D. and MSc in Machine Translation is a senior lecturer at
Universidad Europea (Madrid, Spain), where she trains future translators on the
fundamentals of CAT tools as well as on the principles of translation strategies.
With an extensive background in Translation Technologies research, Dr. Rico's
publications have concentrated on areas such as translation memory evaluation,
machine translation, post-editing, and the impact of new technologies on the
translation profession. Her major contributions to this field are to be found in
different international publications such as Meta, The Interpreter and Translator
Trainer, Tradumàtica, Translation Spaces, Multilingual and Localisation Focus. She
is member of the Expert Committee “Post-editing of Machine Translation Output”
at ISO TC37.

Adding to her research profile, Dr. Rico is founder and managing director at the Agencia de Traducción Solidaria
a not-for-profit initiative at the Universidad Europea, whose mission is to train students at the highest level of
professional competences facing them with real situations through translation assignments from NGOs.
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Pilar Sánchez-Gijón is a senior lecturer in translation technologies at the
Department of Translation, Interpreting and East Asian Studies at the Universitat
Autònoma de Barcelona, where she teaches subjects related to CAT tools, corpus
linguistics, machine translation, post-editing, and terminology. She is a member of
the research group Tradumàtica.

Pilar Sánchez-Gijón
Khalil Sima'an is professor of Computational Linguistics and leader of the Statistical
language processing and learning lab at the Institute for Logic, Language and
Computation, University of Amsterdam. His work on statistical learning for natural
language processing including Machine Translation, Syntactic Parsing, Morphology
and Semantics. He obtained a PhD degree in Computational Linguistics from
Utrecht University and was a postdoctoral fellow of the Royal Netherlands
Academy for Arts and Sciences (KNAW) before joining the ILLC-UvA as assistant
professor in 2003. He became associate professor at ILLC-UvA in 2011, and full
professor by the summer of 2014. He was visiting researcher at Technion (2000),
University of Maryland (2002), Johns Hopkins University (summer workshops 2005)
Khalil Sima'an
and CNGL at Dublin City University (frequently 2003-2011).
Sima'an serves on the Editorial Boards of Machine Translation and Journal of Natural Language Engineering, on
the Standing Elite Reviewer committee for TACL, as Advisory Board member for John Benjamins Publishers'
book series on Natural Language Processing, and as co-opted member of the EAMT Executive Committee (since
2012). He also served as PC Chair for MT Summit XIV (2013) and International Conference on Parsing
Technologies (2013), as Tutorial Co-chair for EMNLP 2015 and as Area Chair syntax and parsing for ACL 2010.

Lucia Specia is Senior Lecturer in Computer Science and a member of the Natural
Language Processing group at University of Sheffield, UK. Her main areas of
research are Machine Translation and Text Adaptation. Before coming to Sheffield,
she worked as senior lecturer at the University of Wolverhampton (2009-2011),
where she was a member of the Computational Linguistics research group. She also
worked as research engineer for the Machine Learning for Document Access and
Translation group, at the Xerox Research Centre Europe, in France (2008-2009).
She received her PhD from the University of São Paulo, Brazil.

Lucia Specia
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Marianne Starlander

Marianne Starlander is currently a PhD candidate and CAT tool specialist and
lecturer at the Faculty of Translation and Interpreting of the University of Geneva.
She joined the multilingual information processing department in 2000 where she
worked as a teaching and research assistant and now as teaching staff. She
originally trained as a translator at the same faculty and also holds a post graduate
degree in European studies from the European Institute of the University of
Geneva (2000).
She was coordinator for SUISSETRA (Swiss
(Swiss association for the promotion of CAT
tools) from 2008
2008-2012.
2012. She has been involved in the research project MedSLT
(Medical spoken language translator), but also in CAT tool training at the MA level
and continuing education (Formation continue de Genève and SUISSETRA).

Andrea Stevens is Translation and Quality Manager for SDL’s intelligent Machine
Translation group. She trained as a professional translator in her native Germany
and has worked for SDL for over 15 years in a variety of senior linguistic roles.
Andrea has been involved in
in Machine Translation at SDL from the very beginning,
when SDL pioneered a high quality translation process incorporating Machine
Translation technology. With a wealth of experience in localization, language
services, translation resource and quality manag
management
ement as well as Machine
Translation, she works with SDL’s internal and external clients to promote the
benefits of MT and help translators to integrate MT in their daily work.

Andrea Stevens
Olga Torres-Hostench,
Torres
, PhD and BA in Translation, is a lecturer of specialised
translation and multimedia localization at the Departament of Translation,
Interpreting and East Asian Studies at Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona. She has
contributed to several research projects on translation with Spanish funding
(ProjecTA, LAW10n, TRACE) as well as European funding (LEviS, ClipFlair, EGPS) and
she has published in several translation journals such as Meta, Perspectives and
Babel.. She is a member of the Tradumàtica research group and her current
research interests focus on translation & technologies, MT post
post-editing and
employability. She is an active member of standardization committees developing
CEN and ISO standards on translation services.

Olga Torres-Hostench
Philipp Ursprung is responsible for project management, translation technology
and terminology at the Language & Translation Services department in Credit
Suisse. In his role as business project manager, he took an active part in designing
and integrating a Machine
Machine Translation system into Credit Suisse and its translation
workflows. Philipp Ursprung studied translation at the Zurich University of Applied
Sciences (ZHAW) and holds a degree in translation and translation technology from
the University of Surrey (UK). He worked in different positions both for language
services providers and corporate language services departments, where he focused
on project management and the introduction and optimization of CAT tools and
translation processes and workflows.

Philipp Ursprung
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Paola Valli holds a PhD in Translation and Interpreting Studies from the University
of Trieste, which focused on translation technologies, translation problems and
translation process research. She advanced her education with study visits at
the University of Iowa, Copenhagen Business School and Saarland University and
gained further experience working at Lionbridge/CLS 4-Text, at Translated in Rome
and at the European Parliament in Luxembourg. She has recently joined TAUS as
Program Manager to contribute to the development of the Quality Dashboard and
help manage it across functional areas.

Paula Valli

Angelika Zerfass, a trainer for translation tools and consultant on TM tools and
terminology management has been working freelance since 2000 after a short
period at the Japanese embassy in Bonn, Germany and 2 years as training and
support specialist at Trados (Germany, Japan, US).
She is a regular speaker at localization conferences and also gives lectures at
universities.
Angelika is located in Bonn, Germany and offers training, consultancy and
technical support.

Angelika Zerfass

Andrzej Zydroń

Andrzej Zydroń is CTO at XTM International and is a well known IT expert on
Localization and related Open Standards. Zydroń sits/has sat on the following Open
Standard Technical Committees: LISA OSCAR GMX, LISA OSCAR xml:tm, LISA
OSCAR TBX, W3C ITS, OASIS XLIFF, OASIS Translation Web Services, OASIS DITA
Translation, OASIS OAXAL, ETSI LIS, DITA Localization, Interoperability Now! and
Linport. Zydroń has been responsible for the architecture of the essential word and
character count GMX-V (Global Information Management Metrics eXchange)
standard, as well as the revolutionary xml:tm standard which will change the way
in which we view and use translation memory. He is also head of the OASIS OAXAL
(Open Architecture for XML Authoring and Localization) technical committee.
Zydroń has worked in IT since 1976 and has been responsible for major successful
projects at Xerox, SDL, Oxford University Press, Ford of Europe, DocZone and
Lingo24.
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will organise

17-18 November 2016
London (UK)

For information on next year's 38th Translating and the Computer conference,
please check http://translatingandthecomputer.com and http://asling.org where
information on calls for abstracts and posters, along with other information will
be posted as it becomes available.
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